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INTRODUCTION

Hispanic Americans as a racial minority have received much attention

as of-late from government,- social and academic'concerns. The fallacy,of

onsidering Hispanics as a single group or necessarily as a racial group 'has

been recognized by many, but very little effort has been expended trying to

identify either the nature of the multiplicity or origins enispanic cultural

identities.

Obviously, Hispanic Americans vary along multiple dimensions such as place
. . ,

.

. ,... .of origin, socio-economic status, generation, and years in
.

the U.S., etc.- t 1

, ' '. o °
(Ca;avantes, 1971); Differentiations-,Also'nClude variations..intra'dition,

,
.tit :'

customs, beliefs; values; sCcial relatOns,-foods, designs for Iiving in general, _..
% - r

and an overall Oorld view (Sarbaugh1 1979). sqlf-designAte4 tultuiNal identityd * t , JD." , ,
1 I,,', .

a
1

xs otie of the most..1sIgnificant,stdrting:points-ii
the consideration' of subh ', 1.- -'

. .....,
. .....

., .. ,

: . -. 0 .

differentiation-of Hispanic Americans. ..
. 0

. 0
,. ..

. - Cultural identity. Culture as a perceptual construct has a long history
. .

..

oftheoretical consideration and little empirical investigation, Erickson (1966)...
,...-

: .1
has defined identity. as "one aspect of.the,struggle' for ethnic surViVah; one

person's or group's, identity may be relative tb anothe r's; and identity aware-
. .

-ness m'y have to'dp with matters of an inner emancipation from a dominant

identity; s t '_compa ct
;y; such majority'" (p. 148). ,Within -this perspectivethe

. -
.

lies the assumption that cultural identity is relative, complex, and a Mental

, .

.

construct rather than a categorization imposed from without.
.

Proceeding from thi basis, it.is appatent that cultural identity may or

may not correspond to conventional Measures of race or ethnic origin. For-
1'

example, aAlexidan of European extraction may think oflimself as Hispanic, as

xicani as European, as some other identifying label, or as'a combination of

In the United States, such;-an individual would:be cat goiized as

, It

the



"Hispanic

that perso

It is

(3

official purposes, no matter what personal cultural identity

gilt hold.

apparent that. cultural identity may be more complex than con-
.

ventional m

an individu

res of race or ethnic origin, providing more'specification as to

perception of where"he "fits" culturally. For example, this

author is o en asked if I am "German." The response to this question is in-
(

variably yes, 'although both the questioner and the respondent know full well

that the latt r is American by birth. =And, for all offiCial (and mostresearch)
. .

purposes, I am considered "White" of even "Angld", yet this-citegOrization doe's' -0
_

. 3 . . `
,

,-
- -..not fully nor fairly-assess the, cultural identity I perceive as miner. :

.

,,, .

Since the "officialh methods of cultural categorization .are,Ordinarily lided
, . ,

by social scientists, the infoimation'obtained.in most studies is limited as

to the .possible multiple nature of dultulial identity." _,This may reduce°

.e.,predictive power of "race" or "ethnicity" as independent variables. 'Added con:-

ceptualmportancd must be granted to studies which examine cultural identity

as a set of complex, non-exclusiveitems, but few of these have'been conducted.

Cultural identity may be seen as a determinant of certain perceptions and''.

behaviors. For exampl Felialosa (1970) indicatet that self-designated Chicanols

are more militant in t

duals. And Korzenny,

identity among Hispani

communication behavior

is a question not yet

Generally, a numb

determinants. First,

historical process whic

has hypothesized 'that '

`ef

eir attitudes and behaviors than other Hispanic indivir.

trong,' and 'Meuendori (1979) have argued that chltural

Americans might affect communication style And oth:r

'.

,

What are the determinants of cultural identity? Th is'

xplored, especially from a,communication perspective.

r of factors seem worthy of investigation as possible
, .

development of cultUral identity 'nay be seenas.an
-4

involves networks of social infIuence..Hernandez ,(1970)

e maintenance of theChitano or Mexican )merican or

4
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,0 La.Raza ethnic identity is dependent upon a functioningsatellite system with a4 .A .

common focal point" (p. 15). This might consist of relatives and Hispanic
4 A

friends, and perhaps Hispanic-oriented organizations which encourage perpetua-

tion of the Mexican or other foreign national Hispanic culture. Cultural iden-

. titybialso expected to depend on influences prevalentin 'the larger American.

culture, 1,.., contact with individuals of other cultural origins and media
. 0 , . ,

. Iexposure to such individuals are expected to have a substantial influence.
. . ,

. ---........_
,The nature of, cultural history and support mechanisms for the Hispanic.

,
.

. .

.:

AAmerican experience,as well as.the role of interpersonal cohiact in the acccul-
...

A
.turation of Hispanic Ateritafts, will balxamined in the followingsection, The

role of media in the life of the Hispanic AmericanWill.sdbsepently be examinqd.

Thereafter, a stu15r will be described in which,the third major posited. influence
w A

on cultural identity, media exposure, is. examined as to itsvelationship t6 the

cliltural identities of Hispanic Americans.
)

The Hispanic in the U.S. The.Hispanic culture,most prevalent in the U.S.

has been that associated with Mexico =- a mixture of Spanish and Indian inflktnce.

Condon (1980) has outlined the important features of this culture as beinga

supreme importance of the family, very"separate roles for women and men, tbd

relative nature,of "truth," and a, value for high emotions.

To the extent that these attributes of the Hispanic culture differ from

,those held as important in the U.S., sdme acculturation may occur for those
,

Hispanics in the U.S. Iriassessiiig Such_a_process, one must keep in mind the

type of self- concept that Mexicans have held. "(Ilt must be admitted that the

only culture possible,among us [Mexicans] must be of a derivative :kind," Ramos
* `

(1962, p. l7)indicates:reterripg to the blending of, Spanish, Indian, French,,
;

English, end.other influences. "Mexicans iaVe.been imitating for a long time

without actually realizing that they were imitating. They have always sin:141y C



bellevedth'at they were bringing civilization into national existefte" (p.

iHe also notes that the Mexixan is not culturally inferior to the American,.
.

"but rather that he feels inferior" (p. py).

An Hispanic 'entering the U.S. has at least' three options 'open to him in

his attempt to come to terms kith the two divergent Cultural influences.

Assimilationinvolves complete integration inuithe larger American mainstream

culture, with abandonment of the relevant Hispanic culture. Adaptation involves

recognizing and respecting differences while working toward mutual goals. Dis-

ruptioninvolves 'thefailure of either of the two previous alternatives to pro-

vide avenues for theaChievementOf societal goals, and will result in.compara-
r-

tive isolation from the mainstream U.S. culture ( otzenny, Armstrong, and

Neueildorf, 1979)
1.

In terms of cultural identities, assimilation would sly a mo merican-

ized identification (e.g., Mexican-American, Hispanic-American, Cuban- American

or simply American).. Adaptation-is often associated with militancy, and would

result, in a third separate identification (e.g., Chicano). Disruption would
.,.. , '

most likely reSU1Yin a cultural identity 'associated with the.now-distant

culture of origin (e.g:, Mexic ri, Mejicano, Cuban),-as attempts to achiev
$

assimilation or adaptation have fhiled, isolation 'from mainstream U.S. culture

has.resulted,and the individual return's to identification with-his only culture.

,Without specifying these mechanisms of asimilation/adaptation- or lack
,

.thereok, Penalosa (1970)
L.-
has tried to'provide_an overall classification of

Mexican-Americank,which is 'Fibrilar in many ways to the hb'ove discussion. He
.

describes a..continuumdn which one'df the extremes Contains, Mexican-Americans4
,

A".

who consider themselve6 tcille"Americatts of Mexican Ancestry" and would first,

ti

* identify. themselves sas plainly Americans In the middle of the continuum are
, .

4 ,
,

. .._

, k
.

those who consider themselves "Mexican, American" and WhO areconscioUs of the

t

e
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. '
.I. -

-. -' ..
duality of their cultUral existence and live somew4at-in conflict. At Oje othere -.

,. . ..
extreme of-the continuum, one,would find the'"Cnicanos.fq who

.

are fairly milita ntP - ) . -4 4.
o, ' ,.. wi

r.

and'hold'a quite sepqatalcultural ideiltiiy, which ,is the result of the merging.

' :

* .of two worlds.

'

.
-

Having'spedified the types
ifs

cultural identity; we may elso

.tur al identity, CoMmunication

,
,

of influenps which might go 'into formined

examine possible implications of holding a ma-
y

. , . . -
as'a mechanism which holds society together, is ex-

...,.

:
. .

pected to depend substantially on the C4tural'identity of the members of a group
1 ',

4
L. I ,

;Mich is striving for apositive integration mithoui giving 1213 its cultural ,
N., - :-. J

integrity. In confrontingand'joining the larger majority a certain type 1

of cultural identity is. expected toinfluence the communication patterns and
;

r

styles used for demanding social services and for job interviewing. Also,

.. ' ,, ,, 10
the relationship between cultuial identity and communication style should have

xmplications for the establishment-ofaSeaningful.human relationships with

. 4
.members of the larger American culture. ;Norienny, Armstrong, and Neuendorf,

/

Thus, the way in which an hispanic American individual identifies him/herself

culturally is expected both to be determined at least partially'by contact
7

with2the majority American culture and4to.have implications for theways in

which'the.individuairdeals with the larger Americanculture inis/her effotts

to achieve a desired degree of adaptatipn or assimilation.
/

Hispanic Americans and the media.' The role.of media exposure in,the pro-,

(

; .

cess of cultural integration to accelerLte Americanization or to m61n-
)

tain a separate cultural identityhas not been uplored. In fact, the litera-
. . 7

ture that does exist rarely reflects any systematic' research efforts. 'As Lopez

and Enos.(l97) point out, "Only very recently has any significant amount of

literature about the Spanish surname populatidns begun, to emerge and jost.of

-. .4 AP

/

7
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%.that concentrates on problems of Schooling, employment, and on gener4,demographic.
.

-

characteristics: With a very few limited exceptiqnsj.,the literature concerned

'with mass media excludes any theor or facts directly4or

,

'even indirectly,pertain7,
.--).

.

.

. .

,
f1411g to-the media utilization'an f

Ud attitudes of those'in.the .Ss. w q speak ce

I

Ai

Spanish" (p. , 283).
( .

. '

"'`'S ---..0 .:?
.4

While only ,.handful of studies 'have 'been done concerning-the_usage of and

effects of media'by and on Hispania' Ameri ans, the treatment of Hispanic

Americans in TV and other mass media has been explored numerous times in a. ,

:04

descriptive manner.t For example, Cecil Robinson (1977) has written an examine-
.

tion of Chicano and MeXitan portrayalb in Americah novels, poetry, and, other

literature,

In an historl.cal exposition, of Mexican stereotypes in U.S:cultural expres-
,

sion'between 1910-and 1936, Limon (1973) describes the treatment of Mexicans and.

Mexican Americans in-literature, films,and news media. He holds that the stereo-s

,

..,

types ofthe ChicAo "depict him as-dirty',.violent, hypersexual, treacherous,
0

arid,thieving, althp

(p. 257):

also often appears as cowardly, apathetic and dormant"

Comparing 19,60 and 1966 su ys of textbook publishers, Roberts (19681 con-

. cludes that ."hopeful progress" is being made in the,integration (inclusion) of

MeXican Americans and Blacks in U.S: textbooks. No analysis of types of por-

14trayals.,is made, and conclusions are based on,seif=reports by the publishers.

AIticles onhe treatment of Hispa Americans by broadcast media. are ,!

,,,generally normative in nature, providing little empirical basis for-assertions.

. made. In a cry against broadcast media's stereotyping of Mexican Ateicans,

Obledo and Joselow (1972) provide a basis for action by noting, among other
1111%.

things,,that "meaningfdl change in the status of the Chicano cannot occur while

the media contents itself (sic) with caricatures (p. 86). Obledo and Joselow

t't '

-t

A
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,propose reliance on the personal attack regulation in the FCC's Fairness Doc-:

trine'to stop racist content in broadcasting.

In a biting examination of Mexican American portrayals in. advertjsing;

Martinez (1969) cites a number'of advertisers, including Arrid ("Mexicans stink
.

the most"), LaDc ("MexicanS are sloppy"), and of course Frito7Lay (Mexicans
0

are "Frito Banditos"), for racist pOrtrayals of Mexicans and Mexican Americans.

Martinez voices the concern that such portrayals symbolicallyreaffirm.the

inferiorLsocial status of these individual4, a&I may alsocreate unfavorable

racial and cultural stereotypes in minds which 1raviouay did not harbor them.

In one ofithe most SiratematAz investigations available, Greenberg and

.Baptista- Fernandez (198p) examined three years. of_prime-time and Saturday morning

network TV)rogramming. They found Hispanic portrayals to bd quite infrequent,---

constituting only 1.5t-of all speaking characters-. They concluded tAt Hispanibs
r

are portrayed in generals "males, of dark complexion, with dark hair, most

often with' heavy accents. Women are 'absent and insignificant. They're (Hispanics

are]. gregarious and pleasant, witlistrong family ties. Half work, hard and half

are 14zy, and very few show any inclination toward their future. Most have

very little education, and their jobs reflect that fact" (p. 11).

As indicated above, only a small number 'of social scientific studies have
. " k

been conducted on-the patterns of media usage" and effects for Hispanic Americans.

These studies are gepera/ly.troubled methodologically, and are also so diV6rse

and situation-specific that little in the way of general conclusions may be made.
O

However, consideration of these studies may shed light on the-options avail-

able for directing'subsequent'research,

In a study limited by small sample size and,poor sampling techniques,*

Pasqua (1976) drew several conclusiOns -regarding Chicano newspaper readers' nevi?.

* i.e., One major portiOn of the sample consisted of Chic a/o night-school
students at a local community collegt.



. .

.

values. "(I)t appea rs that the Chicano reader can %valuate a news Story from

its structural aspecfs.and does so to a stronger degree than Anglo readers..

Moreo4er,... it appears the Chicano reader has amore pronounced conceptand

greater Value for the element'oi itiMeliness ' in new stories than does his

Anglo counterpart" (p. 358).

Using,a sma1 and decidedly non-random sample of Chicano and 'Anglo opinion
.

leaders in'Austin, Texas, Korman and Valenzuela'(1974) sought to compare

.

,patterns o f mass media usage. They found statistically significant Oif rgnces

both in reported media use and in media thought best suited to solve .local
,

'problems. Anglos were mor4 than twice as likely (/8% vs. 33 %) to indicate

news as their favorite program type. Chicanos were more likelS, to name adven-.

ture, soap-operag.And movies as preferred Program .types.

When asked which media they thought were preerrectby other citizenkto--

disseminate messages, Anglos and Chicanos both cited TV-radio (52% and 53%

.

respectively); Anglos named the print media of newspapers-magazines much'more

often than Chicanos (43% and 14%); Anglos were much less, likely to report
,

.6people" as a preferred medium than were Chicano§ (5% d 33%). The Anglos

and Chicanos were.algo asked which media they though best suited to help

solve a nuMberof local problems (education, heal th. and economy). Overall,

Chicanos were significantly-more likely to name TV; and less likely to name

newspapers and people,

In a, study of Spanigh-langUage-only television (SLO-TV) in Los Angeles,

Lopez and Enos (1973) concluded that the SLO viewer is a person who is most

likely foreign -born, has low income and schooling andqs over thirty years of

age (p.c369). The amount a person views SLO is related primarily to demo -;'
.

.
graphic characteristics such as imcome and education, but also to the ethnicity

of the person.

AIS
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4
-In 1972, Valeniuela conducted a,phone survey in San, Antonio, Texas, a4n,g.

%'-a

$

Mexican American respondents about their petific.
4

locaized media behavior.
,

Valenzuelas results suggest that "the major differences in media habits and

.

preferences were related to different socio- economic status levels and the lan-
$.

kuage used in the interview"'(tesume).*
.1

5

, -
)

In a secondary analysis of the Valenzuelt.data,. Dunn (1975) conducted a
. .

factor analysisvto attempt to identify clusters of relevant subgroups of Mexican

AmeVicans based on social characteristics, media habits, and preferences. Six,,

significant factors.did,emerge. Factor I contained two clusters: a negative

4.

. cluster labeled"traditional," composed of "older persons (usually housewives)
. ,

$

. . (. .

who conducted the interview in*Spanith, called themselves 'Mexican' or 'Mexicano'

and whose

%programs"

,"younger,

rdia preferences' tended toward Spanish language radio and television .

(p. 7),"and a positive cluster named "non-tra itiona1,7 composed of
, .

better educated respondents, students and wh'te-collar workers, who

referred, to - themselves as 'Mexican-Americdn,' and who c onducted the interview

.
.

°
ve
either bilingually or in English,...,. preferred redid and television pro;

.1- . .

. 4.

gramming in. English, and their program taste included movies, adventure pro7

grams, dratha, ak comedy-variety programs. Their primary source of news and
.._

0 ",-

information tended to le newspapers, and they owned color televisions.and AM-

FM radios" (p. 8). The remaining five factors were not,related to the ethnicity

of the respOndentq. .
.

.. .

t Williams; Valenzdkla and Knight (1973) looked for any relationthips existing'
.

. ..,%. .

between demographic vari es and media uee in Mexican Americans. SurveyIng
, ..

, , .

j'.1 .
.

0 ,- . ,

over 1500 Mexican Americans in Austin and San. Antonio, the researchers found
.,--

46 -,
./,`.

only a few signiiitant ,Predictions, of television 'Vie and content preference by
.

.

/:
'demographic And,more specifically, preferred ethnic self-referent did not

I.. - , .

emerge as a signiflcant predictor. of any media variables (using only "Mexican,"..

1.
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10.

"Mexican-Ameriean," 16th, and neither as poSsible cultural,identity categori-

.zat ions )..

In one of the few pieces of research to date which, examined both media

_ i ----..

.
11.a cultur4lidentity variables,

e

Atherican jUnforcollege students.

Zaffirini (1978) conducted a'survey of Mexican

ThoSe who preferred"non-traditional" ethnic

self - referents (e.g., Mekican American, Chicano; Browli) were significalitly more

likely than those prefer ng- "traditional" ethnih self;referents Latin

. .

.American, Spanish.American, Spanish- speaking) to expressa'preference for Splitsh4..

. '-print ,and Spanish-brdadpast media and,for bilitigtalnewspapers_and..televisionl
- \

Effects studies are less numerous than-those describing expostre patterns.
1 . ,.

Williams and liatalicio(1972) conducted a study examining the effects of
. . ..-

CariascolendiS, a television series deVeloped for.the 4Iingual educationof ' 1
0-

.

first and second grade Mexican,American children in-the southwest 6:3. with the4 . , -
: . , .

'' '

. idea the "the Mexican-American child suffers d461 aisadVantage. of seldom`t...,

seeing a positi e image of personstsueh as, hi

'Is
'0`

few kedia which ervizi h3*ASan:individWar

elf"int4 Meal-a, and experiencing.
.-- .

- ., ... ".,

-p. 300). ,An in-schoot experiment-
1 $ .

.,_.,,

y.
was-CCnduCted.r.and found a number4knowle gt'effects,of CarriscOlendas in' °

..

phAlical ironment,.and'cogniti4e
- ...

. sp ecific. areas multiceltural-emzir nmen
..

. .

These'effects-were, hOwever', limited to English items; there was
, ,-

,. - - 4._
.5, ,,,

a lick of significant effedtarWteithe testing items were ip,Spanish:',!fhether

.-

-this was. dle to a higher acceptahlaity ?actorforEnglish in:the'bommunity,
. k.

.

emphaSis on the English portions of the shows by teachers'in the oliSsrOom;
1 1

ar some other faCior was not established:
t"U

4

,

viewing
,

The relationthip between television viewing and perceived treatment 'by '.
, ..... ...

, c
'

private and public organizations .was examined by -Subervi -Velez (.979): Per-

ceived ethnic discrimination was stuaied using a sample which included Pue4O

Ricans, Mexican Americans, and Cubans, Data for the study were obtained from

O

1*
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Duken and Monroe's Latino Communication Project, conducted in 1977. It measured

the communication patterns and organizational activities of Chicago's Hispanic

residents. It was found that TV was a negative predictor of the perceived

"discrimination from consumer and social frganizations. Exposure to other types

of media was found not to be a significant predictor. The author concluded

that.Latinoi,are not highly critical of the treatment they receive by a number

of public and private organizations in Chicago.

What conclusions may be reached regarding this collection of artiCles.cOn-
,

cerning Hispanic media use? Only very general statements may be made:

.1. As indicated in numerous studies and descriptions, Hispanic Americans

have been and are being portrayed, stereotypically in the me 31.17

eluding TV. These stereotypes are, however, quite diverse. Positive

portrayals of Hispanics as pleasant,and gregarioUs co-exist with nega-

,,tive portrayals of Hispanics as dirty and

2.* As indicated in the Korman and Valenzuela article, Hispanics do seem

to utilize media differently than Atglos, opting for a greater amount
0 _

.
-..

of entertain nt fare. They also hold differential attitudes, toward
).-- - ..

. .._... .

media as
,

problem-solving devices.
.s, ......

3. As Indicated by.the Lopez and Enos, Dunn, and Zaffirirti studies, there
4.1 . -

is some evi ence to show that the type of label preferred by Hispanic'

Americans is related to the type of television use they report. For

- example "Mexican-oriented" Mexican Americana prefer Spanisf language

broadcasts d-proOfams reflecting tIte Mexic6culture.(Interestingly,

these people may-not always be thd ones to ask for:Pcii4e-fa;e of this
.

.type. ,Pasqua (1976) notes that "Valenzuela has, pointed out in.conver-

sation . . . that the self-designated-Chicano who calls 'for more

_Spanish and bilingual media is just the person who does not use them

-(;

.13
"lararme=0
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or need them as he gets his information more often in print and in

English" (p. 350).)

Hypotheses.' It'thus seems clear that some set of relationships does exist

between.lcultural self-identification and media conteni preferences. The

directionality and causality'ekk these relationships have not been explored.

In light of the literature reviewed above, the following general set of relation-

ships is suspected:

Interpersonal
`Contact with
Anglos/Hispanics

Support Structure
for Hispanic
Culture*

, -Media Use

F.

Cultural
Identity

Figure 1

4

Media Content
'Preferences .

Social, Political 1

and Other 4

Behaviors '/

6efie.4). literature on culture/And cdMmunicatiOn (Hernandez, 1970; Blubaugh

and Pennington, 1976) would suggest linkages land 2. The support structure for

Hispanic culture includes activity, in Hispanic organizations, as well as demo-"
graphics such as size of household, language spoken in the home, and neighbor-

hood composition. Linkage 5 is supported by another body of literature which is

beyond the purview of this paper (Dworkin, 1971; Lambert, 1967; Diaz-Guerrero,

1975). Much of the 'literature cited in the previous section (Dunn, 1975; Lopez

and Enos, 1973; Zaffirini, 1478).supportsthe idea .of linkage 41-although the

directionality of the link is not specified in most of the research

Here it'is proposed that expressed content preferences_ are more likely the

result of a cultural identification than visa versa. Actual exposure, both

general and eZent-specific, is expected to affect how one begins to think
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about oneself culturally in the same way that interpersonal communication events

will shape IncPmold one's self-concept (both culturally and psychologically):

But an expressed content preferehce, unless,fuldhlled through actual exposure;.

is an inactive variable - -'that is, it provides no mechanism, no means fOr the

incorporation of new ,information which:maght impact on the Individual's identity.

It is thus proposed that media content preferences are an outcome of cultural .

,?,

identity (and other social and psychological-influences) and that actual exposure
, .

.

' to media content (either guided or unguided by ontent preferences) will be

a partial determinant of what type,of culture identity one holds. It is apparent

that a circular type of model is a distinct possibility for tliese,relationsbips,i

as indicated by the dotted line in Figure 1, which would imply a non-recursive

overall model.

The relationships represented by linkage- 3 are the concern of this paper.

Surpr,isingli; no study has looked at simple exposure to various media-as pre-

dictors of cultural identity. 'Here, the basic thrust of the conceptualization

of this linkage is that exposurb to "mainstream"
`U.S.

media-(i.e., media which

emphasize an homogenous majority American culture) enhances integration or

Americanization, and that using these media for learning/information gain,

attributinecredibility to these media, perceiving their content as real ind

positive, and using-their content in a'concerted manner will further enhance
41
Americanization.'

Based on the type of Hispanic American. media portrayals available' to

media users (Martinez, 1969; Greenberg and Baptista-Fernandez; 1980), one would

not expectsubstantial reinforcement of Hispanic culture through general media

exposure. On the'contrary, the majority of the content ayailable on mainstream

American TV, newspapers, and radio emphasizes "Anglo"-oriented beliefs attitudes
,

and behaviors. Thus one would expect exposure to TV, newspapers and radio to

15



be predictive of a more Americanized cultural identity. Other' media which have

become quite specialized (i.e., magazines, books, comic books, records,'tapes,

movies) generally afford some'opportunity for meeting minority tastes. For,

example, Spanish7language records and tapes are readily available. In general,

one would expect exposure to.
Ao,

specialized media to be predictie of.a less

Americanized cultural identity..

Building on the cultural identity typology of Peiialosa, those identifying

themselves as Mexican-American and Spanish-American are deemed the most American-

ized of th Hispanics in this study. Those identifying themselves as Latino are

less Ame ized, Chicanos even less so, and Mexicans least Americanized.

(Those identifying themselves as Cuban or Puerto Rican are few'in number and

different in that a_range of labels were not provided, for those' nationalities,.
P

Results concerning these individuals will be presented, but no, specific hypo-

theses concerning them will be forwarded.) In the hypotheses to be presented

below, a distinction will be made between the more Ameridanized cultural iden-

tities (i.e., Mexican -Americanrand Spanish-American), and the relatively un--.

______Ambriallted cultural identities (i.e., Latino, Chicano, Mexican)

H
1

g H2: In a very. basic Sense, it is-first hypothesized that media ex-

posure, functiona,..and perceptions will discriminate the endorsement

of each cultural label for all respondents. More specifically, it is

also hypothesized that among respOndents of Hispanic orlgin,-these

variables will further discriminate the endorsement-of each Hfspanalf

cultural label.

For the more "American" cultural identities (i.e., Mexican-American, Spanish-

American) the following factors ale hypothesized to significantly predict en-

dorsement among all respondents and alao among Hispanics only:



H3: The More a person is exposed to the mainstream media of 11/, ne ers

an radio, the MOrelikely his endorsment lof a more "American"

cultural identity)..

H : The more a person isexibsed to the specialized media of magazines,

comic books, books, recordb/tapes, and movies., the less likely his

endorsement.

H5!< -The more a person'uses the mainstream media for the functions

mation/learniiig, the more, likely his endorsement.

of infor-
,

H
6

: The more a person uses the mainstream media for the functions of
0 -

escape /entertainment, tbe less likely his endorsement.:

H7; The more credibility a person assigns to the mainstream media, tie more

likely his endorsement:

11.

H8: The more a person discusses mainstream media content with. others,

the mobe,likely his-endorsement:

H
9

: The more a person is exposed to concerted efforts by others to posi-

ti
tivAy mediate,tlie respondents' mainstream media exposure, the more

likely his eitdorsement.

H
10

: The more a person perceives mainstream media content ,as real (given

heavy emphasis on Anglo- oriented content and stereotypical yet in-
.

geequent Eispanic-orienteTcontent), the more likely fiis endorsement.

, aH
11

: The more a person perceives mainstream mddia portrayals as positive,

the more likely his, endorsement.

411
1

: The more a person reads and speaks English, and the fewer, other

H -H *-
13 22'

4

Hispanics living in the person's household, the-more likely his

endordement.

For the less "Americanized" cultural identities (i.e., Latin,, Chicano,

and Mexican), the. above hypotheses H3Hiiiare forwarded with a change
- ,

the sign (positive or negative) of each hypothesizedrielati4ship.

ti

r-1



A survey was

yoliths from the U.

'dents has special.

conducted which

S. southwest as

considerations.

METHODS

contains data to test the hypotheSes, with

respondents. The use of youths as respon-:

The knowledge that a study such' as'this can

generate concerning young Hispanics is impOrtant'for the consideration of

future Hispanic issues. Youthful respondents may not be typical of all His:-

panics, and in fact it seems likely that as a group they may tend to be more

Americanized than their elders:yet they do stand as a group with potential

for great significant contributions in the future. Conducting the study. in

the U:S. southwest assured an accessible sample of youthful Hispanics who would
.

range in their type of cultural identity.
I

.

I In May of-1980, 884 questionnaires were completed by,fifth and tenth

graders in the following five southwestern,U.S. cities: .226 in Salinas, 107

San Bernardino, and 188 in Nisalia, California; 177 in Santa Fe, New Mexico;

.186 in Tucsori, Arizona. Consent was obtained from each school district, and

,administration of the survey was done in the classroom. Fifth grade classes

were standard(neither remedial nor accelerated) and tenth grade classes were

i,equidd courses rather,than'electives.
0

About half the respondents wex identified by school personnel as Hispanic

in

and

,and half as Anglo ;' Hispanics of Mexican descent are the Most prevalent' Hispanic

group in thegtographical areas under examination: k

The questionnaire measured a large number of variables, including exposuDi

to a wide 7Iariety of;media, content preferences' for those media, functions for

media u7, perceived media eredibiAtly,'parental mediation of media use, social

interaction regarding media conten , perceptions of cultural portrayals

media, and demdkrpaphics.
-At

in theme,
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Dependent variables. The questionnaire presented twelve different cultural

labels for endorsement by the respondents: Chicano, Latino, Mexican, Ciaban,
YS

Puerto Rilcan, Spanish-American, Mexican-American, Asian-American.; White (Anglo),

Black, Native American (A(neritan Indian), and Other. Respondents were asked to

circle the label(s) which they felt applied best to them.

Independent variables. A number of demographic variables were measured and

,included as possible, predictors of cultural'identity. Number of people in the

respondent's household, language preference for read4 and language preference
....

.

11.

for speaking were measured. These latter two items included the following scale:

English only, Mptly English but some Spanish, English and/Spanish about equally,
-..

and Modtly Spanish but some English.

4

Many of'the other independent variables mentioned in the hypotheses were

measured-using multiplesiteMd. .These sets of items were subjected to explora-
.

-4tory factor a4lysis. Varimax (orthogonal) rotated factor analys was pe:-

formed, selecting factors with a minimum eigenvalue of 1.0. Factor store co-

effi4ients were used as-weightings to create In index for each emergent faCtor.

These indices were named based on the relative strengths of the item loagngs.

-These independent variable's were measured in the following manner:,

a. Media usage was measured by single item measurep. of the frequeney\of
. I

exposure to comic books (number read per week), magazines (number read

per week), books '(nudger' read per month),,,,radib (number of hOurs.per
/

records And tapes (number of hours per day), movies (nutber

attended per month), newspapers (number read per week), and. TV (hours

per weekday);

b. Functions for newspaper and television exposure Were measured by means'

of Likert -type scales. thirty-two functions were factor analyzed,

which resulted in the formation of the following indices: Newspaper



,readership for news, escape, and social learning; television watching

for escape, Social learning, news, and advice;

c. Media credibility was assessed by three single items asking "If you

red it An the newspaper (see it on Ti, hear it on th4Pradio) it's

° true (yes,:nct sure, no)Ir';

d., Social interaction with parents and friends regarding newspaper and TV

content was assessed by six items which were factor analyzed, resulting

in twotindices: Talk about newspaper content, and talk about .TV content;

e. Parental mediation of television and print media exposure was measured.

by means of eight liens which when factor analyzed resulted in three

, indices: Parental encouragement to reap', rules about TV watchiAg, and

parent0Aoviewing and talking about TV codent;

-f. Perceived reality of television was assessed by means of eight items

which producedtwo factor indices: Perceived reality of minorities on_

TV and perceived reality of Ang s on TV;*

a'I.- Portrayals of Mexican America4s in local newspapers, local $V news,

and TV shows were measured as perceived to be good or baa. Two
_

indices resulted: Negative perceptions of Mexican American media'

portrayals, and positive percep ions'of Mexican American media por-

trayals.

.Appendix A.presents the sets of items.

Analyses. Inasmuch as this analysis examines a subset pf a very large 2

0.

.4

data set, and may be viewed as.complementary to other reports which have focused

on other aspects of the data (Greenberg et al7., 1981), someldescriptive'statistics

gleaned' from preliminiry analyses of the data will be reported where appropriate.P

Using SPSS (Statistical Package-for the Social Science; Nie et.al., 1975),

basic frequency counts and crOSstabulationS were obtained for all -variables..

et

4v4,
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As indicated above, faCtordnalysis was conducted on certain tUltiple=meature

, .'b'ets to discover the underlying factor structures for the Variables, and indices
. ., .7

were constructed'as weighted standardized summations of the variable,sets.

In an analysis reported by Korzenny and Neuendorf (1981), multiple regressions,.... ...v.z

.tk
.

. ...were conducted to predict forty-one different:media exposurt and cdntent prdfer-
,

- .

ence variables.
.

'Approximately fifty-four independent variables were included as, ti
possible predictors in each of the 41 step-wise regressions, inciUding the seven

most frequently,endorsed dultural identities.
r"..

To test the specific hypotheses herein, disc

tc predict each of the twelve, cultural identitylabels,measured. Briefly,

minant analysis was used

'

discrimilrnt analysis attempts to statistically distinguish between two or more

groups of cases through "discrimillating variables" which measure'characteribtics

on which' the groups are expectecct
#

differ. Thit is done by.-Aforming.one or

more linear combinatiks of the discriminating variables of the,form:

'Ai Z d. Z . d. Zi 11 1 la 2 1P.1)

where'D. isthe score on discriminant ftnctioni,the d's are weighting coeffi-a%
I . 2

cients derived via the analysis, and the Z'd art the standardized values'of the r
. . , . ...

V discriminating variables entered in the analysis. The,maximum number of ,

discriminant functiondderivable is the degrees of freedom for the categorical '

dependent variable. Thus, in the case of this analysis, for each non-exclusive,.
.

dichotomous aependerliTiable (cultural identity),ty), only one discriminant.
:..:-.e. ,-z

.
.

function ma result. Each atis"7.a standardized coefficient which indicates the

contribution pf the variables z, when standardized, to the'prediction of the

4 4
categorical dependent variable in the same manner that a standardized regression

coefficient (beta) ma§"do-so for a continuous dependent variable. S tistical

tests may measure the-success with'whieh the discrithina5ing variablea actual"

o

k
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'

discrithinate when.comeined.in t e discriminant Znctitn (Nie-et 1975,

o

PedhaiUr (1973).

-
p. 435). , For further discuspion ofdiscriminantjanalysis,-see Kerpnpr and

-v.". a.'\41.

Two sets of discriminant, analyses were conducted. ,,stistthe prediction

.44
O

of all twelve cltural'ID4s *as attempted for the

prediction of the-seven HIspanic ID's was attemp
c

ndorsed aeleasi one Hispanic cultu0 .

..-' . "'"' -...,,

ota4 scan e. SeObncl, ...the -
.42 .3. .-.....,4:

individualsd far hose whO

1r
ft

. , %
k , ' 4 °

... t 4'... e :, . 0.
" . :, ''',,,,e .. i

4.. / ...

.4

4',

ti

.

k

,9

4.

4,

)
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4RSOLTS

43.

yhe Sample. Questionnaires were complete by 1357 fifth - graders and 513

fr

tenth-graders.1 The age range for the fifth-graders was 10 to 13 years and for

the tenth-graders it was 14 to 19. The sample was nearly equally divided between
/-

males and females.

The average number of people in the respondefits

Ninety-five percent reported having a phone'in their

.reported speaking English and no Spanish, 25% mostly

15% English and Spanish about

Sixty-eight percent reported

and some Spanish, 8% English

-and some Englgl.

r,

Fourteen percent of the respondents.indicated that. the label "Chicano"

was appropriate for them. Two percent endorsed the label "Latino;" 13% the
t

label "Mexican;" 1% the label "Cuban;" 2% the label "Puerto Rican;" 13% the

label "Spanish-American;" 24% the label "Mexican-Atherican;".4% the isle], "Asian-

' households was 5.3.

home. Fiity-One percent

English and some Spanish,

.equally, and 9% mostly Spanish and some English.

elreading English and no Spanish, 19% Mbstly.Efigliih

and Spanish about equally, and 5% mostly Spanish

American;" 35% the label "White (Anglo);" 5% the label "Black;" 8% the label

"Native American (American Indian)" and 9% the label "Other." Eighty-seven

percept of all respondents endorsed a single label. Seventy-nine percent of
'LI

the -464 youths who chose at least one Hispanic label chose only.a, single es-

ponce. (Of these 16.8,"1996ChOse Chicano,. 2% 18VE61-0174. 0% CUben,

1% Puprto Rican, 20%,Spanish-American, and' 41% Mexican-American.) Teo& percent

chose two responses, 4% chose three respeises, and 7% chose four or more,labels.

* Fourteen respondentqrted neither age nor grade,,

. ,

...s'.
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As selecting one label did' not preclude selecting others, the identity variables
litsoc

may be treated as separate var iables not perfectly collinear with one another.

Prediction of Media Content Preferences. "As indicated earlier, a preViout-
.

analysis ;of this.data setlsed step-wise multiple regression to determine which

variables predict amide variety of media content preferences. The nine* most

frequently endorsed cultural identity labelswere Included as possible predic-.

tors. Table 1 suillmarizet the role of each Hispanic and Anglo cultural identity

label in predicting content preferences. Only those instances whert)a label

played a significant role (afthe p < .05 level) in predicting the dependent
.

varible are noted.

ident

-One in t keep in mind when examining this table that the given cultural

1 -is only one of fifty-four predictor variables in each regression,

and that the coefficient given indicates the impact of holding that cultural

identity versus not holding it for each media behavicr indficated., Keep in 1

mind that rriritlAr'idual might hold miltiple cultural identities.

The patterns of relationships evident are quite interesting. Briefly,

/self-designated Chicanos and Mexican-Americans have similar preferences; they

seem -to be interested in ethnic-oriented music and not to be interested in

recreation mag4Fines or claisical and country & westeA records and tants:

Mexicans express'a distinct preference for Spaniih'content in all media. Span-

idh-Americans show a, disinterest in local and Latin news.

Compared with non-Anglos, those self-designated as White"(Anglo) express

lower preference for-Spanish.and local,news, Saturday television; entertainment

thgazines, and Black-oriented music.

4ThOSe cultural identities which were held by less than 5% of the respon-
dents (Latino, Cuban, PuertcrRican) xgre deleted as independent variables to
reduce degrees of freedom used by variables with very little variance.

1.
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Table 1

Cultural Identity and Media Content-Preferences

8* Sig.
1 . _

CHICANO .11 .001

(14%;n=117) -.08 .005
.

.07 .029

.-.10 .001

.08 , .010

. .11 .001

, .

-311 .003

.15 .000

-.09 .014

.08 :028

MEXICAN . .11 .0P2
, (,)

(1'3%;rili1). :07 .043a Pr

.Dependent
Variable t

Preference for features in newspapers
'

.

Preference for sports onTV ........

Time 'spent watching TV on Saturday

Preference for recreation magazines

, Preference for Spanish music 5radio

Preference for.Black-oriented music on
,radio

Preference for Top 40 ilusiOon radio

, Preference for Black-oriented records/
tapes

Preference for classical/counties, g west-
ern records/tapes

'Number of English movies seen in last
month -

-,
.

. ;.,,

Preference for features in newspapers

eference 'for stories about,Mexico.and'
Latin America in new papers

4

'Oa..

't

22

.24 .000 Preference for. SPanfsh movies
,

0.22 .000 Number of Spanish movies seen in'last
month

'.l3 .001 NuMihr of Spanish books read last.
41,*, month

-...08 .027. Preference,for entdbtainment gonteht on
TV

\15 , .000 Preferitice for Spanish content on TV

.22 .000 Frequency of viewing Spanish programs-on' --
.. TV

tti,.08 .010 Preference for action \omic books /

,-. .09 .007 Preference fir romance/humor comic books

.16 .000.0..- Number of Spanish magazines read in last
, . week

,

..23 .000 f Preferenc or Spanish music op.radio

.

.000 Preference for Spanish records /tapes

* Standardized multiple regression coefficient

16.# ft.)
ti



Tble l'(continued).

MEXICAN -

AMERICAN"

(24%;n=207)

: ANI
A1tiE7

..- 0 Sig.

-.06 :033

.07 .049

--- .014

.0g 011

7.11 .004

*AP .045

.13 .0bo

-.08

SH-

.029

.017

(13%

8,

p=112) . 0)

7

t

k (AiGLO,) '

(3506;;=-30S)

-.13

.s

4

*06
-

-24--

Y

-Dependent

Variable
-- .

Preference for spor on TV,

Frequericy of viewing\sbaDrioperas'oi-i TV.

Preference, for recrea on magazines

Preference for'SPanish alb on radio

Preference for .Top 40 music on' radic:"
II . .

-Preference fqrSpanish records/tapes:

`'Preference for Black-Toriented records/,
tapes 4.

Preference for
records/tapes

°Breferencehfor loqal informajlion in news-
Pk:7w,

classical/co try & western

4

Preference'for stories about MeXico and
tin Amer* ca in newspapers

fotti n invnews-e erence for _local
et,s

,,

.006-- eence for Spanishsections in:news-
__

papers

.D06

ed-04.

.09c.

.042

.026

.000

(.10 .011

-.23. .7000'

tl

1'

Preference for stories ,abolit Mexico, acid
Latin Ame a in newspapers

' 'Frequency

TV

Tine spent

Preference
_

Preference

Preferente.1(
radio4

Preference

viewing: Saturday cartons.
watching TV ,on Saturday

for popculture. magazines

for recreation magazines
.

'r Black-oriented music on

for Top 40 mu ic on. radio

Treference_for Black-oriented records/
aped

)

26
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Prediction of.Cultural Identity. Tables2 and 3 summarize the two sets of
discriminant analyses which were conducted to address the specific hypotheses
posited. ain, only Hispanic and Anglo cultural ID's are deemed pertinent

. -

here. The d scriminant
analyses predicting Latino Cub

here.

Puerto Rican
cultural ID's resulted in unstable estimates due to Snall_N, and are therefore
also excluded from this presentation. In Table 2 it may-be seen that all of
the cultural labels could be

significaptly predicted by a linear combination
-1

a
.ofthe independent variables, as .ndicated by the significance of the final

Wilk's lambda shown at the bottom of each column. (The Wilk's lambda repre-
sents the proportion of variance unaccounted for by the discriminant

function,or
(canonical:correlation):)h canonical. correlation presented is that

betweenall independent
variables and the sole dependent variable.

Table 2 also indicates which of the discriminant
coefficients are signi-

ficant.in con ibuting-to the prediction of each cultural identity. These.

coeffiients are similar fo standardized multiple regression coefficients, and
are interpretable in a like manner.

The patterns evident in this table are quite
interesting-in terms of the

to,

descriptive-pictures they paint of the various racial groups included in the--
sample. The most powerful

discriminant fdhction is that for the label "White

a

(Anglo)." Thirty-two percent of the variance in the endorsement of this label ---
is accounted for by/the discriminant function which is a'linear composite of
the 30 independent

variables. Those youths'who con er themselves White (Anglo)
are more likely than those who do not to speak and read English, have a small.4
household, read few comic books, listen to few records and tapes, watch less
TV, not watch TV for social learning, assign low believability to TV, perceive
TV minorities as not real, and peive media Mexican American portrayals as
positive.

O

4 ,2't
.11



Table 2

Discriminant Analyses of Cxitural Identity

CHICANO MEXICAN

LANGSPX
LANGREAD
HSHOLD
comics

----MAGS______

-:575***
-.192***
-.044

. -.029
O4

.

,

-.272***
-.250***
.451***
.150**

BOOKS'

WAYS
RADHRS
RECHRS

-.046
.096

.009

.319***

-:156
-.155*

-.128**
-.060

mmins .100* . .114

BSASBBTV .333** :I .016"

READF1 ='.322* .024.

READF2 .230 .021**

HEADF3 .107 -.012
WATCHF1 -.245 -.095

WATCHF2 -.224 .307***.

WATCHF3 ,062 -.051

WATCHF4 -.020 .086**

TRUE1 -r.058 -.045*

TRUE2 -.094 .085

TRUE3 .034 .095

TALeF1 - .019 .099

TALKF2 -.042 .027

PAIMEDF1 .009 -.063

PARMEDF2 -.036 .081**

PARMEDF3 :ibl

REALF1 .248* .195***

REAM 4 -.1Z9 -.098

HEXF1 .197 -.154

MEXF2 .012 .1584**

Final Wilk's
Lambda .8518 .8443

Sig. ' .0000., .0000

Can. Corr. :3850 3945

* p 4.05; ** p< .01; *** pc.001
See Appendix A for:key on.variable nameslor

SPANISH-
AMERICAN

-.708***
-.159***

.112*
-.094
.102

-.016.

.-.140
-.027
,-.405**
.018

.027

.104
-.035
.138

-.049
-.060
-:215
,:002

-.093
-.062
.151'
.007

-.037
.156*

_-.080
.127
-.162*

.188 ,

.066

.59*

Labels for Total Sample

MEXICAN- WHITE
AMERICAN '(ANGLO)

-.083** 11:AZ:**
-.514***

.371*** -.358***

-.110 -.084**.

-.294* .091

.080 -.0

.137 -.015

.141 -.013

.077 , -.137*

-.252 .110

.388* k* -.250**

-.221 .077

.160* .008

.138* .005

-.146 .141.

.113* -.148**

.114 -.059
-.126 .114

-.072 .047

" .048 -.206*

-.106 .068

.118 .033

-.202 .068

-.057 -.093
.034 .064

.125 .122

-..301***179*
.090

.001 -.109

-.052 .032**

.88384

.0000

.3408.

.8590

.0000

.3619,.

.6809

.0060



Table 3
..

.
,Diseriminint Analyses of Cultural Identity Labels for - Hispanics Only

CHICANO MEXICAN SPANIA-
MOHICAN

MEXICAN
AMERICAN

'1.M.MOSPX -.271 :015 -.249 .431**

LAND/MAD -.200 -.171 -.050 .233*

ROOM -.225. .480*** -.137 .132

COMICS -.098 -.206 -.317

.030 01430 .234 -.275

BOOKS -.081 -.187 /
RPDAYS .224 -.100

,.012.

-.107 .391

RODS .045* -.215** -.091 .233

RICERS .451*** -.059 . -.649** .174

MOVIES - .154* .143 .
.149 -.401*

BSASEETV .386 -.076. -.116 .328

READF1 -.336 .032 .226 -.144

READF2 .274 -.009* -.168 .252

REAM .009 -.142. - .026 -.007

WATCBFI -.251 - -4069 .130 -.053

Urban -.331', .423** - -.182 , .100

RATCHF3 .118 .028 -.249 .227

WATCHF4 .058 -014 -.159

TRUE1
IRUE2
TRUES

_.028

-.116
-.19ak
.081

.056

.198

-:199
.230

-.008
--

.884)615

TALICF1 -.088 4112 -.002 -.087

TALIT2 -.067 .133 -.088 -.246

PARMEDF1 .042 -.062 .275* -.032

PARKEDF2- -.026 .107* -.110 .189

FARMEDF3 -.065 -:408 .232 .169

REALP1 .223 :173* .100' .018

REALF2 098_ -.106 .349 -.114

70"MEXF1 4 =.238* .139 -.054

WW2 .112*. .300 -.040

Final Wi
,8821, .8623 .9145 .8756

lambda

Sig. .0804, .0161 .4924 .0492

Can. Corr. .34j4, .3711 .2923 ' .3527

.

* p.e .05; ** al p 4.01; * * * 40 p < . 0 0 1

See Appendix A for key on variable names, 23-
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Endorsement. of the label "Chicano" is significantly predicted, in the total

sample by a linear combination of the 30 variables, with 15% of its variance..

explained by the discriminant fundtion. Significant contributors to this'pre--

diction are not speaking English, not reading English,- listening to records/tapes,

going to movies; not reading newspapers for news (all in support bf the hypo=

theses); and perceiving TV minorities as realistic, and watching television

(all counter to the hypotheses).
'CP ,

Endorsement of a "Mexican" cultural identity is significantly predicted in.

the total sample with over 15% of the variance explained by the discriminant

function. Significant predictors are not speaking English, not reading English,

having a large household, reading comics, not listening to radio, and r ading

the newspaper for escape (all in.support of he hypotheses); end watchi TV

for social learning, watching TV for advi parental rulemaking for TV v ewing,

perceived reality of minorities on TV, and perceiv8d. Positive images of exican

Americans on TV-(all counter to the hypotheses).

A "Spanish-American" cultural ID is significant predictors are not listen

to records, parental encouragement of reading, perceived reality of-minorities

on TV, andperceived positive image of Mexican Americans on TV (all in support

,

of theithypotheses); and not speaking English,. not reading English, and having

a C.a large.household (all counter to the hypothebes).

Endorsement of "Mexican-American" as a cultural ID is significantly pre-

dicted with 13% of the varianceexpiaffceC-Signi-ficant.-prediamAmxatehint
TV, reading-the newspaper for social learning, watching TV for social learning,

and perceived reality of minorities on TV (all in support of the hypotheses); and'

not speaking English, not reading English, having a large household,'and reading

the newspaper for escape' (all counter to, the hypotheses).
c.
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.11

This table does not, however, address,t4,04.4imalAuestion, which isA
also of interest to this author at this time, i.e., how are the cultUral iden-

tities of individuals of like, or similar ethnic backgrounds diAterentially

predict& from media use variables? 'This question is addressed by the results

shown in Table 3.

Table. 3 enumerates the results of a discriminant analysis which. included

only those youths who endorsed at least one Hispanic label. As might be ex-

pected, the significances of the discriminant functiOns are reduced somewhat by

elccluding non-Hispanics from the analysis, but two of the four labels remain

4
significantly4predicted: Mexican and Mexican-American. In addition, the

prediction of the endorsement of the label Chicano is near-significant (p = .08).

Again, the significant individual contributors are indicated in the table.

- Endorsement of a "Mexican" cultural ID among Hispanics only iS%significantly

predicted with about 14% of the variant explained by the discriminant function.

Significant individUal predictors are having a large household, reading comic

books, not listening to radio, and not reading the newspaper for escape (all

in support of the hypothetes); and watching TV for socialtlearning, parental.

rulemaking for TV viewing, perceived reality of minorities on TV, and perceived

.positive images of Mexican ricans on TV (all counter tó the hypotheses).

The other cultural ID which was significantly predicted by its discriminant
A

function, "Mexican-American," had about 12.5% of its variance accounted for.

Significant predictors are speaking English, readinghiglish, and not attending

movies (all in support of the hypotheses).

31
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DISCUSSION.

From theltesults presenteA, it may be seen thpt the'overall hypotheses
6

01
1 2) that significant prediitiOns,of Cultural identity would, be postible

were in general supported. For'the full.sample, the hypothesis was strongly

supported. For Hispanics only, the hypothesis obtained limited support; only

Spanish- American was not fairly well discriminated. Apparently, those identi-

fying themselves asSpanish-Americans do mot differ substantially from the

average nOn-SPanish-American on the variables examined. Partial support for

the numerous individual hypotheses was obtained. The nature of this partial

support deserves further disCussion. Table 4 provides a summary of the type

of support obtained for each hypothesis.

First, it is apparent that significant discrimination of cultural identity

is possible, even among Hispanics only. Obviously, Hispanacs are not a homo-

genous group, either, In terms of the cultural label(t) they prefer or in terms

of the media behaviors=they report. The results of the regressions4--

which were reported as ancillary to the proposed model show that media content

preferences are also different *among the various cultural identities. Thus,

Hispanics are not a single racial or ethnic group whose needs maybe met by one

single type of media content. This is of course an important consideration

for-broadcasters attempting to meet the needs of the Hispanic minority audience.

Hopefully this and future research will emphasize the diversity which exists

snag the individuals known as Hispanic Americans.

As noted above, hypotheses Hi/1/4fbtailled substantial support. Mixed, but

in general positive, support was obtained for the hypothesis that endorsement

of more Americanized cultural identities are predicted by exposureto mainstream

media (H3). The only finding which was counter to this hypothesis was the sig-

4
1:15.fiC*It ,contribution of watching TV to endorsement of the 'non-Americanized ID,

k
32
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Table 4

Levels of Support for Hypotheses

Total sample Hispanics only

CHICANO MEXICAN amiss, minas= CHICANO MEXICAN SPANISH- mExICAN-_

AMERICAN AMERICAN' AMERICAN AMERICAN

+.. +

+ 0

4: + +

- 0

+ 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 +

+ 0 + 0 +

+ 'NA + NI .0

0 NA + , NA +'

. + NA - SA. 0

- NA NA, 0

0 NA NA l?

0 N A 0 . NA 0

0 NA - NA: . 0 -I

+ NA

+

-
4- significant support, partial or full

significant counter-support, partial or fu.U.

0 ois no significant findings
Was not applicable; overall predietion not significant

Note: There were no instances of affixed Significant find

3`-'

NA

O

c

NA.
!)

NA 0\

NA + .

0.
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Chicano, in the total sample. It is.possible that total4TV viewing'may not be

the crucial variable in this instance; one may need to know the types of content

viewed to determine whether the' hypothesis does indeed hold forthe Chicano

identity., Chicanos may, on the other hand, view mainstream TV content yet

reject -it -or fail to incorporate it for their own identity formation.

Substantial support was obtained for'the hypothesis that endorsethent of

a more Americanized ID is predicted by nonJexposure to Specialized media (y4).

Apparently, Chicanos and Meicans are avid fahs of specialized media, while

Spanish-Americans and Mexican-Americans
are more likely,to reject those media. (

This of course has implications for the-efforts of those trying to reach and

meet the needs of Hispanics through magazines, newsletters; books, and films.

Consideration must be made of the diverse cultural identities and their rela-

tionships with media habits.

Mixed support and.counter-support
was obtairied for the hypothesis that

Americanized ID's are predicted by the functions of u4,ing the mainstream media-

for information/learning (H5). The instances of significant counter-support

all involve the endorsement of a Mexican cultural identity; Mexicans are more

,'likely to watch TV for social learning (in both the total, saipple and the lig:

panicslonly. group) And towatch TV for advice (in the total sample only). It

is possible that those who identify themselves as Mexican have been in the'U.S.0

a relatively short'period of time (this was.not measured), and are in the

process of perhaps attempting to assimilate into the U.S. culture to some

extent,;Using TV, Oen they watch it, as a learning tool. Mexican-Americans

also Depart using TV to learn, but may simply be a temporal extension of the
Sp

Mexican situation,.having already learned and assimilated.to a greater extent.'

This is not expected .61* true for the "third culture" Chicanos. More infor-

mation is,needed before assessment of this is possible.
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Slight and mixed support was .;ined"-fd'r.-thehypotheSiP that endorsement

of au Americanized1Wis prediCted by.not-usingmainstre a for escape/

entertainmen(H-4:-/ The finding whicbviasscounter to this hypoth s was thati-6

in the total sample, Mexican-Americans are-more,likely.t -Mex can:7Ameriz

cans to read'the newspaper fore escape.

Two hypotheses showed no support or counter- support whatsoever:

hypothesis that an Americanized ID is predicted by.hredibility_for the main-,

° stream media (H7) and= the hypotheaie-that:an"Americanized ID-id_predicted by
a

% - '

discussing mainstream media content 14th others (H8). These! influences seem.
.

to wash out as possible predictor's -- these variables do not differentiate the

various Hispanic cultUral ID's.

H
9' the hypothesis that endorsement of a more Americanized ID will be

0

predicted by efforts by otgers to mediate the respondents' mainstream media

use, achieved more counter - support than support. All instances of-counter

Support involved those with a Mexican cultUral ID. In bothQ*aal.sample
,

.

and for Hippanics only,'tilexicans were likely to be the recipihnts of parental

rulemaking for TV viewing. This does seem typical of rather authoritarian

e2culture such as that of Mexico, and this finding may be an indicator of cultural

. 'proximity to Mexico.

Hio, the hypotiftis that endorsement of Americanized ID'slis prgdicted by

perceived reality of mainstream media content, also achieved more counter
1

support than support.' The pattern that emerges here that for the total

sample,'ali four Hispanic ID's were predicted b perc ved minorities

only on TV. Thus, Hispanicioare more likel to 'perceive TV,minority ortrayals

asreal than are non -Hispanics,,and the, Hispanic' ID's are not ,;.ffere tiateck

in this regard. This is surprising in light of the stereotypic portrayals4
generally.found on TV. It is unclear whether TV does show minority reality.in

I ,

9

4.
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the minds of HispanicS, Hispanics use minority portrayals as models, Or Hisr

panics, are so pleased or surprised at seeing the infrequent minoritrportrayals

. '
tha',,t they tend to "overTidentify" with them.

Similarly, H
11, the hypotheiitthat endorsement is predicted by perceived

positive characteb portrayals on mainstream Media, recei d counter-suppovi

in the case of Mexicans. Agin, Mexican's break the hypothesized mold to re-7

port great r perceived positiVe portrayals of Mexican Americans" TV. And'

again, it possibl that the culturally displaced (and more recent]; arrived?)

Mexicans ae so glad to see characters similar to themselves, that favorable

affect re ts.-

That indorsement of Americanized ID's will be predicted by the reading
,

/'and speak- g of English and by fewer other Hispanics in the_household (H12)

/ was Well, ported as.a hypothesis. Counter-support was found for Spanish-

Americans MexicantAmeimicans in the total Aample, but this is c3gically'

explained. iFor these two ID's greater use of English and a small household
k

* were expected, and this wal found for Mexican-Ame icang in,the Hispanic-only

sample. The total sample included many Anglos, ho ver, who would obviously'

use English a grew d d therefore discrimination of endorsement of these

two ID's from the othe anic ID's along these dimensions in a sample of

,this naturewas not forthco lug.
a.

Distinct patterns f media behaviors do emerge or the various cultural
.

,

identity groupings. T information displayed in Tables / and 3 is a good

source of dati for forming profiles of Chicanos, Mexicans, etc., in terms of

media use, functions, and perceptions. These profilei did not support all the

individual hypotheses, with several general considerations worthy of dite:

1. The mainstream /specialized categoriiation of media may be overly Sim-.

plistic. Obviously, a small amount of Spanish- language, specialized

o

r 1



TV content is available, and some magazines are quite general and

broad in scope. Greater discrimination in the measurement of media

exposure would enable the researcher to assess this podsibilitrand

to possibly en hince his predictive power for cultural identity.

2. The diegorization of cultural identities arr"Americanized" and "non-

Americfnized" may also be overly simplistic. There is little firm

evidence at this time to, guide us as to which identities are American-

ized and which are not. Penalosa provides one model, theorists 'of cul-

tural integration (e.g., Blubaugh and Pennington, 1976) provide another,

and many altenpatives are possible. Even within the small. body of

previous research on cultural identity and media behaviors, divergent

operational treatments of .cultural labels are evident: Dunnlidentified

"traditional" Hispanics-as Mexicah and Mexicano, and' "non-traditional"

Hispanics as Mexican-American; Zaffirini identified "traditional"

Hispanics as Latin American, Spanish American, Spanish-speaking, and

"non-traditional" Hispanics. as Mexican American, Chicaio, and Brown.

These-yarious methods Of categorizing cultural identities for Hispanics

are not all congruent: For example, PeWaloda would put Mexican

Americans and Chicanos in quite different groupings, whereas Zaffirini

conceptualized them both as ,"non-traditional."

While these two possibilities may help explain why support for the indivi-,

411r1 hypotheses was mixed, they also point out the importance of conducting

t' studies-Such as the one described herein. W0 do not know at the present time

"where the various and non-exclusive-Hispanic American-culturli identities fit,

in terms of 'degree of Americanization, degree of traditionalness etc. With

the results of this study, however,vwe now do have some information as to where
.

they it in, terms of media behaviors. As'abaseline for further inquiry into

th& role of cultural identity such information is indispensable.

4

tr
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More speculatiVely, future researchers may,find that cultural identities

not lie simply along a continuum of Americanizatiod, or tradition. Many

multidimensional factors may go into describing what a Chicano, a Latino, or

a Mexican-American is. And, such identities are not mutually exclusive; more

complexity in a model of cultural identity is obviously in order. By conducting

research of the type described herein, we may-begin to catalogue possible causal
.--:-.z

components, which go into,the formation of cultural identities. 4 .

There-exists. at least oneothirCaution which must be kept kti,ilind when

attemptJko assess cultural identities., The identity(ies) that an individual

holds,may vary from time to ti graphical area to gtographical area, or

serial role to social ro While such variability may seem insurmountable,

greater specification when obtaining measurements of cultural identities will

aid in the evaluation of such a possibility.

Several cautions specifil to this study are in order. The sample includes

youthsonly, thus limiting its scope and generalizabipty. Perhaps youths are

affected more, or less, than adults by media exposure. Peithaps the ranges and

kinds of cultural identities held by Hispanic youths are different than those

for their adult counterparts. In this vein, it would be useful to examine

different age-groups or to conduct a longitudinal study to determine the rela-

tiOnships of media behaviors to cultural identity over time.
`k*
Alb, the fact that this study was conducted in only five' cities 'does

. hamper its generalizability. Yet the study's size; scope, and precision make

it among the most comprehensive studies of this e to date.

The measurement of cultural ID as nonexclusive abel endorsements tas

"possible disadvantages as well as the obvious advantages discussed earlier.

Por example, cultTlial ID in this case may be treated asa single variable only

if a complex system of categories is used (e.g., 1=Mexlean only, 2=Mexican and

':1 8
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Chicano only, 3=Mexican, Chicano, and Anglo only, 4=Chicano only, etc.) Per-
.

haps measuring label endorsements as exclusive, allowing for the discriminant;

predictive analysis of all labels simultaneously, would increase our discrimi-
.

nant power.

( .

Also, we-do not know for certain the causal nature or the causal ordering

of,the factors shown to be related in thiskidy. 'There has been partial

',support for the idea that media exposure may contribute to cultural identity,

,

and there has been some support for the idea that. cultural identity nay contri-
,

bute to media content preferences. But no-evidence is)forthcoming that these

variables are related causally in the order indicated."

Finally, -alb following question needs to be addressed: SO what ifye can
. . .

.:

.predi&Xcuitural identity? The answer to this lies most particularly inthe
.

,

., ,I=.--'

linkage number § on. the figure. on page" 12.* Theorists and researchers have

indicated (1>gsa, 190! Korzenny, Armstrong, and Neuendorf, 1979) that the,
d

N

cultFal identity(ies) that an individual holds will influence the'way hethink's,
.1

,

about himself
/

, the way he interacts with others, and the behavfors he exhibits.
. . ...

Violations of his norms and expectations concerning his-cultural identity may
, i_

result in conflict or misunderstanding. For example, many of the Hispanic

Americans residing in Lansing, Michigan, wouldtake great, offense ajbeing.

treated like a militant Chicano, and at even being called "Chicano.". Their

own cultUral identities,hre'not congruent with what they would expect,a Chicano

to be like,.ana interpersonal conflive

More generally, our cultural identities may be hn iMiant part of our

,existence in helping to determine how we viewoutselves and our roles in

American society.

* The poseible impact of cultural ID on social, political, and other
behaviori.

/71.
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Items Entered in Discriminant Analyses

LANGSBX Speaking of English

LANGREAD Reading of English

HSHOLD Number of people in household

COMICS
-

Number of comics read in last week

MAGS Number-df magazines read in last week

BOOKS Number of min-school books read in last month

11PDAYS Number of.days. read newspaper in last week.

RADHRS .Time spent listening to radio per'day

REMIRS Time spent Oaying tapes/records per dSy

MOVIES Number of movies seen in last month

BSASBBTV Time spent Watching TV'per,day

MOM.READF1 *Reading the newspaper for news

READF2 *Reading the newspaper for escape
Item Set A

READF3 *Reading the newspaper for social ,learning

WATCHF1

yqxtra.

*Watching TV for sicape

*Watching TV for social learning.

WATCHFd *WatchbrrirriciPire /Item Set B

WATCHF4
ti

*Watching TV for advice

TRUE1 Credibility for newspapers.

TRUE2 -----\Fredibility for TV

TRUES Credibility for radio

TALKF1 .*Talk about newspaper content e
Item Set C

TALKF2 *Talk about TV content

PARMEDF1 *Parental encotragement of.reading

kARMEDF2
Item Set D

*Parental rulemaking for TV viewing

PARMEDF3 *Parental, co- viewing of TV

REALM *Perceived reality ce minorities 'on TV

REALF2
jItem Set E

*perceived-reality of AngloS on TV

MEXF1 *Perceived negatiye image of Mexican Americans on TV

MEXF2. *Perceived positive. 'image of Mexinan Americans on TV
Set F

-,.

* Indicates an.index created through factor analysis of a 'set of items. AU
, others are single-itft measures. The items which went into-the creation of

: each bracketed set of indices are shown on -Ple following'eages.

-
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Item Set, A: Respondents were asked how much each of a number of statements was
"like",them-- "a lot like me," "a little like me," or "not like me."
The statements dealt with reasons why young people read a newspaper:

I read the paper because I want to know what's going on.
I read the paper because it's funny.
I'read so I can learn to do new thidgs.
I read because it excites me.
I read'because it relaxet me.
I read because it cheers me up.
I read so I can forget about my problems.
I read to look at the pictures.
read for the local hews.

I read for the national news.
I read to get advice on problems.
I read to.fidd out about new places and people.
I read to get the headlines.
I read to find out more about things I heard about.
I raeadito "find out what's happening to people in town.
I read because it gives me things to talk about.
I don't read because -it's boring.

Item Set B: A second set of statements with the same response categories as
Item Set A dealt 'with reasons why young eople watch TV:

ti

Item Set C:

tt

I watch TV because it excites me.
I watch TV so I can'learn how new things.
I watch TV because it relaxes me.
I watch TV because it teaches me things I don't learn in sdhool.
I watch because it shows me how other. people deal with the Same

problems I have.

I watch'TV because everyone else does.
I watch because it helps me knowhow I'm supposed to act.
I watch TV when I'm lonely.
I watch TV so I.can foiget about my problems.
I watch TV for the, local newt..

I watchTfi to get advice on problems.
I watch TV because it cheers me up.
I watch TV to find out 'more about things I heard about.
I watch TV because it gives me things to talk about.
I don't watch because it's boring.

A number ,of items asked the respondents how often they talk with
others about newspaper and TV content, "6-7 days a week," "3-5 days,"
"1-2 days," or "less":

Hbw
How
How
How

How
,How

often do you
often do you
often do' you
often do you
papeil
often does a
often does a
paper?

talk with friends about things you see on TV?
talk with-a patient about things you see on TV?
talk with friends about things you read in the paper?
talk with a parent about things you read in the

parent teak with you about things they see on TV?
parent talk with you about -Clings they read' in the
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Item Set D: A set of items attempted to tap the level of parental mediation of
media in the respondent's home:

Are there any shows on television your parents won't let youwatch
because they don't think the stories or the characters arecgood for
you? (A 10T, SEVERAL, A FEW, ONE ORsTWO, NO)

On school days, how late can you stay up to watch television?
(8, 8:30, 9, 9:30,1.0, 10:30, 11, LATER)

Compared to most kids your age, are there more rules about TV inl
your house, less rules, or is it about the same as your friends?
'(MORE RULES, ABOUT THE SAME, LESS RULES)

Has a parent ever told you that you're watching to much television?
(YES, NO).

-The following items all had the response categories "very often,"
"often," "not much," and "not at all":

When you watch TV, bow often is one or.both of your parenti watching
with you? .

If you're watching a show with a parent, how often.do you talk with
him op her about the, show?
How often does a parent tell you there are certain shows you should
watch?
How often does a-parent tell you to read,something in the newspaper?
How often does a parent tell you to read something in a magazine?

Item Set E: A number of items asked the respondents to, indicate how realo life
certain TV portrayals are, "very real,* "quite real,"."a little

-Teal, or "not real":

People on TV
Places on TV
Young people on TV
Anglos on TV

4 Mexican Americans on TV
Blacks on TV
Mexican Aperican Families on TV
Anglo famililiEs on TV

Item Set F: A set of items was presented to the respondents which asked about
their perceptions of how Mexican Americans are portrayed in the media,
"very often," "quite often," "not very often," or "not at all"4

How often do tie local me Spapers have stories about Mexican Americans
doing good things?
How often do thd'local newspapers have stories about Mexican Americans
doing bad things?-
How often does tht Sokol T V news have stories about Mexican Americans

doing goocrthings?, '

How often does the local TY news have stories about Mexican Americans
doing bad things?
How often do the shows you watch on Tif,have'Mexican Americans in
them doing' good things?
How often 4o the shows you watch on TVhave Mexican'Americans in
°them doing bad-things?

1e
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